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The notion of tree-width was introduced by Robertson and Seymour. A graph 
has tree-width 5 w if it admits a tree-decomposition of tree-width 5 w. We prove 
here that if G is finite and has tree-width 5 w then it admits a tree-decomposition 
of tree-width 5 w which satisfies a certain Menger-like condition. This result will 
be used in a future paper on well-quasi-ordering infinite graphs of bounded 
tree-width. cc) 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper graphs are finite unless stated otherwise, and may 
have loops and multiple edges. A graph is a minor of another if the first 
can be obtained by contraction from a subgraph of the second. A 
tree-decomposition of a graph G is a pair (T, X), where T is a tree and 
x= (X’: tE V(T)) is a family of sets such that 
(W utc V(T) X’= W)9 
(W2) for every edge e of G there is t E V(T) such that e has both its 
ends in X’, 
(W3) whenever t, t’, t” E V(T) and t’ is on the path between t and t” 
then X’ n X”’ c X”. 
The tree-width of the tree-decomposition is 
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The tree-width of a graph G is the least w  such that G has a tree-decomposi- 
tion of tree-width w. 
It can be proved that forests have tree-width d 1, series-parallel graphs 
have tree-width < 2, for n > 1 the complete graph K, has tree-width n - 1, 
and for n 2 2 the n x n grid (i.e., the adjacency graph of the n x n 
chessboard) has tree-width n. The chromatic number of G is < w  + 1 if G 
has tree-width w  and if G is k-connected then its tree-width is at least k. 
Robertson and Seymour proved the following three theorems: 
THEOREM 1 12-J. For every planar graph H there is a number 
every graph with no minor isomorphic to H has tree-width 5 w. 
w such that 
THEOREM 2 [I 1. If the tree-width of G is at most w, then G admits a 
tree-decomposition (T, X) of tree-width < 3.2”’ such that 
( * ) for any t 1, t, E V(T) and any k > 0, either there are k disjoint 
paths, each between X” and Xt2, or else there is a t on the path between t, 
and t2 in T such that 1 X’] < k. 
THEOREM 3 [ 11. rf G1, GZ, . . . is an infinite sequence of graphs all with 
tree-width 5 w, where w is some integer, then there exist i, j such that i < j 
and Gi is isomorphic to a minor of Gj. 
Theorem 2 is a technical tool for proving Theorem 3 and combining 
Theorems 1 and 3 we get the following. 
THEOREM 4 [ 11. If H is a fixed finite planar graph and G, , G,, . . . is an 
infinite sequence of graphs with no minor isomorphic to H, then there exist 
i, j such that i < j and Gi is isomorphic to a minor of Gj. 
Our aim is to extend Theorem 4 to infinite graphs (but with H still 
finite). This will be done using the following theorems, which will be 
proved in future papers. 
THEOREM 1’ [4]. If G is an infinite graph all of whose finite subgraphs 
have tree-width 5 w, then G has tree-width 5 w. 
THEOREM 2’ [33. If G is an infinite graph of tree-width at most w, then 
it admits a tree-decomposition (T, X) of tree-width at most w, which 
satisfies ( * ). 
THEOREM 3’ [S]. If Gl,GZ,... is an infinite sequence of not necessarily 
finite graphs all with tree-width < w, where w is some integer, then there 
exist i, j such that i < j and Gi is isomorphic to a minor of Gi. 
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In this paper we give a new proof of Theorem 2 and we improve the 
upper bound for the tree-width of the desired tree-decomposition 
from 3.2” - 1 to the best possible value w. In fact we prove a stronger 
result which will be needed for the proof of Theorem 2’ in [3]. 
We shall adopt the following conventions. N denotes the set of positive 
integers. If G is a graph and A c V(G) then G r A denotes the subgraph 
induced by A. A path is a nonempty set of vertices with the usual property, 
“repeated” vertices not being allowed. A path has two ends (which are 
equal for a one-vertex path), and we say that a path connects its ends. A 
set A E V(G) separates X, YE V(G) if every path in G from X to Y uses a 
vertex from A. The minimum of the cardinalities of the subsets of V(G) 
which separate X from Y will be denoted by s(X, Y). If T is a tree and 
t, , t, E V(T) then [t 1, t2] will denote the path between tl and t, (so that 
(tl, tz) c [tbl, t2] c V(T)) and we shall write 
h t2) = (te w7:t,~ Ct, t,l>. 
If there might be doubt as to the tree in which these notations are inter- 
preted, it will be indicated by a subscript, e.g., [t 1, t2] T. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
LEMMA. Let (T, X) b e a tree-decomposition of a graph G and let P be a 
path in G such that P meets both X” and Xt2, where t,, t, E V(T). Then P 
meets each X’ for t E [tl, t2]. 
Proof. Assume the contrary: let P meet X” and Xt2, but not X’ for 
some tE [tl, t2]. Then for any XEP there is by (W3) a unique t,E V(T) 
adjacent to t such that 
XE (J(xhE (t, t,)). 
Since the ends of P have this t, different, there is an edge e of P with ends 
u, u such that t, # t,. By (W2) e has both ends in some X’, but 
a contradiction which proves the lemma. 1 
Let us fix an integer w  and a graph G. We are interested in tree-decom- 
positions (T, X) of G of tree-width < w, i.e. in those tree-decompositions 
which satisfy 
(W4) IX’1 <w+ 1 for any tE V(T). 
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We introduce the following condition, which is obviously stronger 
than ( * ). 
(W5) For every quadruple t, E V(T), X, 5 A”*, t2 E V(T), X2 _c Xf2 
such that s(X,, X,)<min(IXll, IXzl) there exists tc [tl, t2] such that 
IX’l d SW, 3 &I. 
(By the Lemma, the final inequality in (W5) could in fact be replaced by 
an equality.) 
Now the main result of this paper reads as follows. 
THEOREM 5. If G is a graph of tree-width < w, then it admits a tree- 
decomposition satisfying (W 1 )-( W5). 
ProoJ Let (T, X) be a tree-decomposition of G. By an (n, d)-cell in 
(T, X) we mean any component of T r ( t E V(T) : IX’1 b n) which has at 
least d vertices. Let us remark that if K is an (n, d)-cell in (T, X) and n = n’, 
d > d’, then K is an (n’, d’)-cell as well. The set of (n, d)-cells in (T, X) will 
be denoted by C( T, X, n, d). The size of a tree-decomposition (T, X) is the 
family of numbers 
where an,d is the number of (n, d)-cells in (T, X). Sizes are ordered 
lexicographically, i.e., if 
(bn,d:h dk N x W (W 
is the size of another tree-decomposition (R, Y) of the graph G, we say that 
(a) is greater than (b) if there are n, d such that a,,,> b,, and a,,,= b,,[ 
whenever m - l/2’> n - l/2”. 
If (a) is the size of a tree-decomposition (T, X) of the graph G, then 
an,d d an’, d’ whenever n 2 n’ and d > d’. Hence the lexicographical ordering 
just introduced is well-founded on the set of sizes of tree-decompositions 
of G. 
Let us take a tree-decomposition (T, X) of G which satisfies (Wl )-(W4) 
and which has the size minimal. To complete the proof of the theorem it 
is sufficient to show that (T, X) satisfies (W5). This is done in the rest of 
the paper. 
3. PROOF OF THE FACT THAT (T, X)SATISFIES (W5) 
Suppose that (T, X) does not satisfy (WS). Then at least one quadruple 
(t,, t,, X, , X2) violates (WS) in the sense that tl, t2 E V(T), X, 5 X21, 
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x* c xr2, 4X,, X2Wmif.WX IX21), and IX’\ > s( X, , X,) for every 
t E [tI, t2]. Let m be the minimum of s(X,, X,) over all quadruples 
(tI, t,, X,, X,) which violate (W5). Let a quadruple (tl, t2, X,, X2) which 
violates (WS) and has s(X,, X,) = m be chosen so that 
(Al) the path [ tl , t,] T is as short as possible. 
Let a set A E V(G) be chosen so that 
(A2) A separates X, and X,, 
W) I4 =&L&)=9 
and, subject to this, 
W) LA d, is minimal, 
where 
dU,=min{dist,(t, t’):xEX’, t’E [tl, t,]}. 
We can find sets F,, F2 such that 
(Fl ) F1, F2, A are pairwise disjoint, 
(F2) F, uF,uA = V(G), 
(F3) A separates F, and F2, 
(F4) XlE.FiuA (i=l, 2). 
By Menger’s theorem there are m disjoint paths PI, . . . . P,, each between 
X, and Xz. Each Pi uses exactly one vertex from A, say xi. Then 
A = 1x1, “., x,}. 
Let R,, R, denote two isomorphic copies of the tree T and 
5i: V(Ri) -+ V(T) the corresponding isomorphisms. Let ri,i = ril (t,) 
(i, j = 1,2). Assume that V(R,) n V(R,) = 0 and define an ordered pair 
(R, Y), which we shall prove to be a tree-decomposition of G, by 
V(R) = W,) u WC), 
W) = WI) u Jw*) u ((h,2, y2,1> 17 
Y=(Y'xE V(R)), 
Y’ = (Fj n AT)) u A r for TE V(R,) 
and A’ is the set of all x,EA~U(X’:~E(~~-~, ci(r)),} such that the 
corresponding path P, includes at least one element of (Fj __ i u A) n J?l”). 
Let us note the following: 
582b/48/1-6 
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(Nl) Xic(FiUA)r\X’I (i=l,2), 
(N2) A G Yr3-l,l (i= 1, 2), 
(N3) Xrlcr) n (Fiu A) c Y’ for TE V(Ri) (i= 1, 2), 
(N4) (Fi u A) n P, is a subpath of PP for p = 1, . . . . m (i= 1,2). 
(Nl ) follows from (F4), (N2) from 
@#P,nX,~Ppn(FiuA)nXh (p = 1, . . . . m) 
and the fact that (ti, [3--i(~jPi,i))T= (ti, ti)T= I’(T). (N3) follows from 
the definition of Y. (N4) is an immediate consequence of (F3) and the fact 
that P,nA = (x,>. 
We claim that (R, Y) satisfies (Wl )-(W4). To prove (W 1) we observe 
that 
u Y’= u Y’u u Y’ 
TE V(R) P-E Y(Rl) re VR2) 
2 ((F, u A) n U Xrlcrj) u ((F2 u A) n U X5*(‘)) 
rE V(RI) i-E VR2) 
= u X’= V(G) 
fE V(T) 
using (N3) and (F2). 
To prove (W2) let e be an edge of G. Since (T, X) satisfies (W2), e has 
both its ends in some X’ for t E V(T). Since A separates F, and F2 we may 
safely assume that e has both ends in F, u A. Then e has both ends in 
X’n (F, u A) C YT;‘cr) 
by (N3) and so (R, Y) satisfies (W2). 
To prove (W3) let s, s’, s” E V(R), let s’ be on the path between s and s” 
in R, and let u E Y” n Y”“. By symmetry it suffices to discuss two cases. 
Let first s, s’, s” E V(R,). If u 4 A then 
2, E F, n Xtlts) n X51ts”) E F, n X<lfs’) E ys’ 
by (W3) applied to (7’, X) and (N3). If uEA then vEASnA”” by (Fl) and 
hence u = x, for some p such that 
Ppn(F,uA)nXtl(“)#O and P, n (F2 u A) n Xr*(“‘) # 0. 
Thus P,n(F,uA)nX r1(s’) # 0 by (N4) and the Lemma. If t i(s”) E 
CM4 t21T or tl(s) E L&W), t21 T then 
x,EASnA”‘cAn~U(X’:tE(t2,4:I(s))T)nU(X’:tEtt2,~~(S”))T} 
EA n U{X’:tE 02, tl(WT> 
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by the fact that 
Hence U=X,E Y”‘. If &(s”)# l&(s), t,], and &(s)$ [5&s”), t21T then 
by (W3) applied to (T, X) and (N3). 
Let second S, S’E V(R,), S”E V(R,). Then S’E [Y~,~, slR and we have 
VE y”r\ y”“=AsnA”u~ y”nAs y”n y’1.2~ y”’ 
by (Fl ), (N2), and the first case. This completes the proof of (W3). 
Moreover, for Y E V(Rj) the mapping Y' --+ XC1(‘) defined by 
u if u E Fj n X51cr) 
someelement ofPpn(F,-iuA)nXcL(‘) if u=xP 
is l-l, and so 
(Ll) IX”“‘I > 1 Y’I for rE V(Ri) (i= 1, 2). 
From (W4) applied to (T, X) and (Ll ), it follows that (R, Y) satisfies 
(W4). Thus (R, Y) satisfies (W 1 )-( W4). We claim that its size is less than 
that of (T, X). To prove this put 
k := max( {m + 1) u { IX’I : t E V(T), IX’1 > max( ( YCllcr)l, I Yl;‘cr)l)}). 
We shall now prove that 
(L2) If t E V(T), y1 E V(R,), and r2 E V(R,) are such that 
t = cl(rl) = c2(r2) and ) Y’lI >m (i= 1, 2), then IX’1 > I Y’!I (i= 1, 2). 
(L3) ) Yr3+J <k (i= 1, 2). 
(L4) If K is an (n, 1 )-cell in (R, Y) and n >/ k, then V(K) E V( R, ) or 
V(K) c V( R2). 
(L5) There exist d and a (k, d)-cell K in (T, X) such that for any 
(k, d)-cell L in (R, Y) 
{tj(v):v E v(L)) n V(K)= 0, 
where i is such that V(L) c I’( Rj). 
To prove (L2) let t = &(rJ = c2(y2) and IX’1 < I PI, hence IX’1 = I Y”I 
by (Ll). By symmetry it is sufficient to show I Y’*I <m. We claim 
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X’ n F2 = @. Suppose not and let X’ n F, = (u 1, . . . . vP >. It follows from 
IX’1 = ) YrlI that the mapping introduced in the proof of (Ll) is onto for 
r = rl and i = 1. Hence each ui (i = 1, . . . . p) belongs to some P, (j = 1, . . . . m) 
and each Pj (j = 1, . . . . m) contains at most one element of X’ n (F, u A). 
We may assume the notation is chosen in such a way that USE Pi 
(i = 1, . . . . p). Using this and the above surjectivity we further have 
Xi E Y” -X’ (i= 1, . . . . p). Consequently x,E ~J{X’:~E (t2, t),) (i= 1, . . ..p). 
Let X0 be either X’ or Xi. We claim that A' = (II*, . . . . II,, x, + 1, . . . . x,) 
separates X0 and X2. So assume that P is a path connecting ZJ E X0 and 
u2 E X2 which avoids A’. This P must use some xi( 1 < j < p); for X0 = X1 
this follows from (A2), and for X0 = X’ it follows from (F3) by the observa- 
tion that VEX’ - A'cF;, u A and v2 EX* c F2 u A by (F4). Take xi 
(1 d j< p) and a subpath P' of P such that P' joins (x~} and X2 and lies 
in Fzu (x1}. Let s’E(~,, t)T be such that xi~XS’. Hence P'nX"'#@# 
P' n X2 G P' n Xr2, and so, by the Lemma, 
a contradiction. Thus A' separates X, and X2 as well as Xr and X,. If 
t~[t,,t~]~-{f~) then letting t;=t, t;=t,, X;=X’, X;=X, we get a 
contradiction to (Al). If t $ [ tl , t2] T- (t, } then using the fact that 
XiE u{X”:s~(t~, t),> - X’ we see that d,,,<rl,, (i= 1, . . . . p). Hence 
CeyE A, d, < C.x E A d,, which contradicts (A4), and we conclude X’ n F2 = a. 
Hence Yr2 G A, consequently 1 Yr21 < m and (L2) is proved. 
To prove (L3) assume the contrary, i.e., m < k < I Yr3-1,rl. By (Nl ) and 
(NJ) 
X, E (Fi u A ) n X'I E Yrl.l, 
and therefore m < (Xi1 < I Yrl.ll. From (L2) and the definition of k we get 
k d 1 Yr3-l-lI < max( I Y-l.!/, I yrl,ll) < IXrll 6 k, 
a contradiction, which proves (L3). 
(L4) is an easy consequence of (L3). To prove (L5), observe that 
IX’1 >m for every tE [tl, t21r since (tl, t2, X,, X,) violates (W5), and 
so some (m + 1, l)-cell in (T, X) contains [ti, t21T. If k = m + 1, we let 
K be this (m + 1, 1 )-cell; 1 if k > m + 1 let t E V( 7’) be such that 
k = JX’I > max( I Y5’ (‘)I, I YrF (‘)I), and let K be that (k, 1 )-cell in (T, X) 
which contains t. We put d = I V(K)1 in both cases. Now let L be a 
(k, d)-cell in (R, Y), and iE (1,2} be such that V(L)C V(Ri). By (Ll) 
L’ = { ri(V) : v E V(L) > is contained in some (k, d)-cell in (T, X). By the 
choice of d either L’ n V(K) = 0 or L' = V(K). The latter case is impossible 
by (L3) if k = m + 1 and by the property of t if k > m + 1. This proves (L5). 
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Now we are ready to show that the size of (T, X) is greater than that of 
(R, Y). To this end let (a) be the size of (T, X) and (b) the size of (R, Y). 
We define a mapping @, which maps (n, d)-cells in (R, Y) (n > k) to 
(n, d)-cells in ( T, X). Let K be an (n, d)-cell in (R, Y) (n 2 k): then 
V(K) c I/(&) (i = 1 or 2) by (L4). The set (si(u):o~ V(K)) is a subset of 
some (n, d)-cell L in (T, X) by (Ll). We set G(K) := L. Let now (n, d) be 
such that @ does not induce a bijection of C(R, Y, n, d) onto C( 7”, X, n, d) 
but induces a bijection of C(R, Y, n’, d’) onto C( T, X, n’, d’) whenever 
n’ - 1/2d’ > n - l/2’. By (L5) such an (n, d) exists and n > k. We claim that 
@ is l-l on the set of (n, a’)-cells in (R, Y). To prove this assume that there 
are distinct (n, d)-cells K, , K2 in (R, Y) such that @(K, ) = @(K2). Clearly 
V(K,) n V(K,) = a. Assume without loss of generality that K, is chosen in 
such a way that 
1 V(K,)I =max{I V(K)\ :K is an (n, d)-cell in (R, Y) and Q(K) = @(K,)). 
If I V(K,)J < 1 V(@(K,))l then we put d’= I V(@(K,))l. Let K be an 
(n, d)-cell in (R, Y) such that G(K) = @(K,): then 
and so K cannot be an (n, d’)-cell. Thus no (n, d’)-cell in (R, Y) is mapped 
by @ onto @(K, ), which contradicts the choice of (n, d). Hence 
I V(K,)l = IV(@(K,))I. By (L4) we may assume V(K,) G V(R,): then 
V(K,)G V(R,). Let Y~E V(K,) be arbitrary. We have t2(r2)~ V(@(K,))= 
(~,(u):vE V(K,)}. Hence there is y1 E V(K,) such that tl(r,)= t2(r2). By 
(L2) and the definition of k 
k < n < ) Y’lI < IXt~(‘t)I <k (i= 1, 2), 
a contradiction. Hence @ is l-l on the set of (n, d)-cells in (R, Y), and so 
the choice of (n, d) implies that a,,,> bn,d and anf,dT = bnt,dl when 
n’ = l/2”’ > n - 1/2d. 
Thus the size of (T, X) is greater than that of (R, Y), a contradiction 
to the choice of (T, X). Hence (T, X) satisfies (W5) and the theorem is 
proved. 1 
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